WTKI Well Test Interpretation

Pressure transient analysis (PTA) is absolutely
fundamental to reservoir evaluation since it’s almost
unique in being based on a dynamic well/reservoir
response, as opposed to a static measurement. This
type of study typically uses pressure and flowrate data
that has been acquired by means of a well test (WT)
operation. The WT operation itself is a complex
process with many moving parts and inherent
uncertainties, and sifting and evaluating the broader
set of well test data – of which the data needed for
PTA is only a subset – is generally referred to as well test interpretation (WTI). The terms
WTI and PTA are often used interchangeably. However, they shouldn’t be: PTA is the narrower
activity that applies the relevant mathematical techniques to the rate/pressure data set; WTI
is the more general term that involves making sense of the entire well test operation, and the
broader set of well test data.
Nick Last, who leads our subsurface team, has
been making sense of well tests for decades.
He and the team also design and interpret
production logging (PL) programs, and
specialise in the evaluation and management
of commingled wells using our in-house
software, the Commingled Well Model
(CWM), as well as conventional well test and
PL interpretation software.

Does the model fit
the facts?
Modern PTA generally involves constructing a
well/reservoir model within the interpretation
software. The idea is that the synthetic pressure
response generated by the model should match
the pressure data acquired during the WT
– during the entire well test, that is, not just
during a single build-up or flow (or injection)
period. If the response doesn’t match (all of)
the data, then either the data are wrong or the

model is wrong. If the model matches the data
but the data are perturbed by real physical
phenomena that the model doesn’t take into
account, then the model is wrong. If the model
is wrong, it can still be useful – provided that
it’s understood how, why and where it’s wrong.
If the model is wrong but is accepted as gospel,
the possible outcomes include costly (and
embarrassing) decisions on well intervention
or on reservoir evaluation or even on field
development plans. Properly making sense of
the WT data allows you to avoid such pitfalls.

Some of the well & reservoir properties
determined from a WTI study include:
• Wellbore storage
• Skin factor and rate-dependent skin
• Permeability thickness kh (also called
transmissibility)
• Permeability (and, if you’re lucky, variations
in permeability)
• Reservoir pressure
• Distance to boundaries / radius of
investigation
• Productivity (or injectivity) index
• Flow efficiency
•
From, which, if the well test model is right - or
at least if it’s useful – you’re in a position to
start making the right decisions…

Contact us to discuss your well test
interpretation needs.
nick.last@wtki.com.au

